Designing a multidimensional model is a non-trivial task: the requirements collected from senior managers can be inaccurate and difficult to use, especially when they are not database practitioners. On the other hand the pressing need for data warehousing comes from the fact that managers submit analytical summary queries against operational relational databases. In this paper, we view these analytical queries as a more reliable basis for multidimensional schema design. We first study how to use such queries to automatically generate measures, dimensions and dimension hierarchies and their representation in a star schema. We then use the results studying the schema evolution problem: If a new query Q can't be answered by the schema previously built, how to develop a new schema from the old one so that query Q can be answered in the new schema. Finally, we consider rewrite OLAP queries on conventional database (multidimensional data warehouse) using materialized views in data warehouse. In our method we analyze the attributes from the given relational queries and the dependency relationships among them to design a schema in which each dimension is a lattice. The schema can answer the queries that it was generated from and the number of dimensions is minimal. Furthermore, the schema can answer many more queries that are similar to the given ones.
Introduction
The multidimensional model has proven extremely successful as a data warehouse design for On-line Analytical Processing (OLAP) applications. OLAP applications are dominated by analytical queries: rather than retrieving detailed information from a data repository about individual transactions, the main concern is to retrieve summaries of the data. In SQL terms, summary queries typically involve the group-by and aggregate functions. Although it is possible to execute analytical queries against an operational database, in practice a separate data warehouse under a multidimensional model is often built [9] .
In the multidimensional model, the focus is on a collection of numerical measures. Each measure depends on a set of dimensions. Dimensions are always associated with hierarchies for aggregation. Typical schematic diagrams for multidimensional design include the star schema, snowflake and fact constellation. The multidimensional schema and its variants are popularly used in multidimensional design. Designing a multidimensional schema involves deciding (1) the dimensions and attributes describing each dimension, (2) the aggregation hierarchy for the dimensions, and (3) the measure attributes and their dependent dimensions.
Problem statement In this paper, we consider the problem of designing a multidimensional schema, particularly a star schema, for a data warehouse on the basis of relational queries expressed over a conventional relational database. We then use the result to study the schema evolution problem: Adjusting the existing schema to fit the newly issued query. The significances of using our method are listed in the following.
-Our method can simplify the process of constructing multidimensional schema. Designing and implementing a multidimensional schema is a vey complex task. The difficulty originates from the fact that complex business processes make it difficult to achieve an accurate overall picture of an enterprise to understand data analysis needs. While in our method, we use schemas, function dependencies and analytical queries on conventional databases as a proxy for a specialist designer to generate multidimensional schemata for comprehensive business analysis. The whole process is automatic. A person with little expertise in multidimensional schema design could easily use the technique accomplish the design work. -Our method can speed up the execution of repeated queries. OLAP applications are characterized by the use of many similar and repeated queries. Our automatically generated multidimensional schemata can greatly assist such applications. Initial queries are indicators of the scope of analysis needs to be served through the automatically constructed OLAP database. While the repeated queries come, they can be directly executed on the generated OLAP database. -Our method can be used in some population-scale research applications, without privacy violation. In population-scale research applications such as health and social welfare, data is typically summarized before release to protect the privacy of individuals. Access to detail data may be prohibited and summary data offers the only route to the information for researchers. Our method provides a way to capture general research needs with which to design a suitable multidimensional schema, over which privacypreserving disclosure control [17] can be applied prior to release. In the longer term, this will enable the automatic generation of confidential data products in a form directly amenable to research application.
Contributions
In the paper, we develop a technique for automatically generating a multidimensional schema from a series of given queries expressed over a relational database schema. Through comparing a hand-designed schema with an automatically generated schema in a running example in the paper, we can observe that for the generated schema: (i) all the dimensional attributes are relevant; (ii) the dimension hierarchies are properly described; (iii) aggregation-dimension relationships are defined precisely; and, as a result, (iv) aggregation-dimension relationships are non-redundant. In fact, these observations are inherited from the following properties: (1) the schema can answer the queries it is shaped from; (2) the schema can answer additional queries that are similar to the given queries; (3) the total number of attributes in the dimensions is minimal (counting the attributes in a hierarchy relation as one attribute); and (4) the number of dimensions is minimal. Properties (1) and (2) imply a query reuse capability of the obtained schema. Property (3) means that if an attribute in a dimension is removed then there is a query amongst the given queries which could not be answered from the computed schema. Property (4) indicates that any two dimensions (not restricted to the dimensions for the same aggregation) are orthogonal [11] .
Orthogonal is a key design criteria for an efficient data warehouse (refer to Theorem 1 and Theorem 2). We then extend the methodologies for the schema evolution problem to adapt the newly added queries. The query rewrite technique is an extension on schema evolution. In this paper, we propose a measure dependency to represent an aggregate query over a source schema. We propose transformations that associate together "relevant" aggregate queries so that they can be treated in the same cube of the multidimensional schema. Two transformations are introduced: a referential transformation and a join transformation that relies on recognizing query equivalence. Within a cube, we develop a method for determining the dimension attributes and grouping them into dimension hierarchies of good structure, using the dependency relations and referential constraints between attributes. We use this multidimensional structure to derive a target star schema, which represents the dimensions, the dimension hierarchy, and the measures. Our schema evolution strategy and query rewrite technique also maintain those properties. Our method generalizes the procedure used in OLAP products such as Cognos, Business Objects and MicroStrategy, where a single query over a relational database is used to generate a specific, single-purpose multidimensional schema.
Related work For schema design, most current methods, such as [8] , start the design process with requirements analysis and specification, then conceptual design, logical design, and finally physical design. In contrast, we treat summary queries over a source schema as the statement of requirements, and automatically derive the logical design. Our rationale is that when collecting requirements for designing data warehouses, stakeholders can more easily formulate the knowledge or analysis they are expecting as queries over existing data resources, rather than by describing a view of the enterprise business process or research needs.
To ensure a good design, papers such as [10] propose a multidimensional normal form for schema design. The normal form is used for reasoning about the quality of a schema to reduce redundancy, diminish sparsity and to retain summarizability. Sparsity relates to the dimension orthogonality, which, in turn, can be reflected by the existence of a functional dependency. We will use some of these concepts in this paper.
Materialized views have been explored extensively to provide massive improvements in query processing time, especially for aggregation queries over large databases [1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 12, 15] . These methods rely on the source database remaining in fact for complete query answering, but they supplement the database with derived data to speed up query processing. In recent years, [2] proposes a model-driven approach for the design of multidimensional schema. The main contribution is to generate an instance of multidimensional meta-model form an instance of UML meta model. Hachaichi and Fek [5] proposes an automatic multidimensional schema design method starting from an objective database, using a set of extraction rules to identify concepts and to generate a star schema.
These works are very different with our method in which we aim to define a new data warehouse schema, with good design properties, against which data warehouse queries may be addressed without ongoing reference to the source data for query answering. Having designed the data warehouse, methods for view materialization might be applied to choose a population and maintenance strategy, taking account of space efficiency and view maintenance costs.
Running example As a running example, we introduce the operational banking database as shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 , where the primary keys for each relation are underlined. Some sample queries and their SQL equivalents are given in Table 2 . With the belief that such queries reflect the users' model of the information, the procedure for constructing a multidimensional schema from queries starts from the following observation: attributes appearing in the GROUP BY clause should be dimensional attributes, whereas those in the aggregation functions should be measurement attributes. This example will be used to illustrate our method in the whole paper.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 contains the necessary notation. Section 3 introduces the concepts of measure dependency and our lossless transformations. Section 4 discusses the construction of a multidimensional schema and presents an algorithm to do this. Section 5 discusses how to merge dimensions in order to eliminate redundant dimensional attributes. Section 6 illustrates how to evaluate schemata when new queries add up. Section 7 shows comparison with hand design schema, and complexity analysis of our method. Finally, we give some concluding remarks and outline future work in Section 8. Figure 2 The aggregation hierarchy structure for banking
Notation and terminology
In this paper we take up and formalize the multidimensional terminology used in [10, 11] . A data warehouse can be understood as a multidimensional database, whose atomic information units are given by facts. A fact can be perceived as a point in a multidimensional space to which some measurable business facts (also called measures) are assigned. Each dimension of the multidimensional space is structured as a hierarchy of dimension attributes which are called levels. Normally, data associated with elements of higher levels in the hierarchy represents an aggregate over data elements associated with lower levels.
where N is the name of the dimension, L is a finite set of attributes, and is a partial order on L. (L, ) is a lattice specifying the dimension hierarchy whose bottom element is called terminal and whose implicit top element is called all (l all ).
Dimensions for the bank database are shown in Figure 2 . The aggregation hierarchies of some dimensions are linear, such as the LoanManager dimension and the Account dimension. The aggregation hierarchy of the Customer dimension is a non-linear lattice structure. Specifically, for a level defined by a single attribute, when the attribute is allowed to take null as its value, it means the level is not applicable and is optional.
It is straightforward to define a star schema in the relational data model from a set of fact schemas. For each fact schema F = (N, D, M) a fact table named N with attributes M is created; for each dimension in D say (N , L, ), a dimension table named N is created with attributes in L. The ordering is not explicitly represented but may be used at run-time in analysis functions.
A relational schema R is a set of attributes. A database schema is a set of relational schemas. A relation r on R is a finite set of mappings or tuples (r(R)), each taking the attributes in R into their corresponding domains. Inclusion dependencies can describe referential integrity constraints. Often, in a relational database, we wish to ensure that a value that appears in one relation for a given set of attributes also appears in another relation for a certain set of its attributes. This condition is called referential integrity. It captures relationships between tables, based on the definition of a primary key and a foreign key.
Example 1
The inclusion dependency graph of our banking database (Table 1 ) is shown in Figure 3 . The "→", which means "⊇" in the diagram, indicates the referential integrity constraint between two attributes. For example, L.empNo → LC.empNo holds and attribute LC.empNo is a foreign key of LC.
Functional dependencies define a partial order (reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric) on the attributes. Let F D be the set of functional dependencies. The closure of F D is the set of all functional dependencies logically implied by F D, which is denoted by F D + . Let γ be a set of attributes. The closure of γ denoted by γ + is the set of attributes functionally determined by γ under F D. Let U be a set of attributes. constraints. We say that Q is equivalent to Q (writing as Q ≡ Q ) if Q ⊆ Q and Q ⊆ Q hold.
Measure dependency & transformation
Intuitively, the dimensional view of an aggregation query is as follows: the attributes in the GROUP BY clause are the dimensional attributes and the attributes in the aggregate functions are the measure attributes. Aggregation queries vary significantly in the groups and aggregations indicated, and in the possible join conditions. Given a set of aggregation queries, it is a non-trivial task to form a global multidimensional model to answer all the queries and to express the semantics in all queries without introducing redundancy.
We propose the Measure Dependency(MD) to formalize aggregation queries and to describe the functional relationship between the aggregations of measure attributes and dimensional attributes, and the conditions for such functions. To facilitate analyzing the queries, we also propose transformations on MDs to classify or cluster the queries into groups.
We rewrite each aggregation query Q, to a MD in a "fraction" form, denoted MD(Q). Specifically, MD(Q) is a fraction where the numerator consists of attributes in GROUP BY clause and the associated aggregation function and the denominator is a relational expression composed of conditions on "join" and "selection" criteria.
Definition 5
The measure dependency for an aggregation query Q is a fraction B→α(A) ν , where B consists of attributes in the GROUP BY clause; α is the aggregation on attributes A; and ν is the relational expression describing join conditions and tuple-selection conditions from the FROM and WHERE clauses. We call ν the denominator or conditions of the measure dependency.
The definition for measure dependency can be extended to apply to a selection query Q as just B ν , where B is a set of attributes in the SELECT clause. The purpose of such a definition is to associate MDs having the same measure. Roughly speaking, two MDs with the same measure can be expressed in a single cube if they have a common denominator.
Example 3
The MDs of queries in Table 2 are listed in Table 3 .
Note that in the above definition, the HAVING clause of queries is ignored in deriving MDs. Although a measure dependency is a function of an aggregation query, different queries can be rewritten as the same MD. For example, let Q be an aggregation query. Query Q is the query generated from Q by adding a HAVING clause. Then MD(Q) = MD(Q ).
Let m = MD(Q) be a MD from query Q. The relevant query of m, denoted by q(m), is the query Q without any HAVING clause. Whenever we talk about a query of an MD, we mean q(m).
The containment between MDs can be defined accordingly. 
Lossless transformation
Intuitively, for each measure dependency, we could build a multidimensional schema to store the associated aggregation: the dimensional attributes are made up from the attributes in the numerator before "→"; the aggregation is derived under the (join) condition implied by the denominator. When measure dependencies (or queries) are many, this approach generally produces many independent schemata which are together sparse, redundant, nonorthogonal and hardly reusable. Therefore, with the intention of obtaining the desired schema from many queries (measure dependencies), we need to discover the shared properties of measure dependencies, and to collapse the relevant ones. This merging process is achieved by means of a (lossless) transformation and by using some related properties, which will be introduced in the following.
The lossless transformation (LT) translates a measure dependency into another one where the latter is describing an aggregation on a superset of tuples and the aggregation is the same or can be computed from the given measure dependency. Given a set of queries and their measure dependencies, lossless transformations convert the measure dependencies into a more general format that is easily classified.
There are three basic transformations discussed in this section: a binding transformation, a referential transformation, and a join transformation.
We distinguish the conditions for MDs: The tuple-selection conditions are in the form of attribute op constant, where op can be any of "=, <, >, ≤, ≥", "like", "in", "between ... and". The join conditions are in the fully qualified form of "table1.attribute1 = table2.attribute2". As will be seen later, binding transformations will make use of tupleselection conditions. Referential transformations will make use of join conditions and referential constraints. Join transformations can be used in more general situations than referential transformations. Example 4 σ -transformation transforms MD(Q 1 ) and MD(Q 5 ) into σ (MD(Q 1 )) , σ (MD(Q 5 )) and σ (MD (Q 1 0) Generally, σ -transformation is used for distributive aggregations such as sum() and count (). The intention of using σ (m) to substitute for m is that (1) σ (m) is more general than m and (2) the large range aggregation on m can be answered by accumulating fine range aggregation on σ (m). These characteristics do not hold for algebraic aggregations such as avg().
The next transformation, referential transformation, is used for comparison between measure dependencies. Roughly speaking, if the common denominator of two measure dependencies can be derived by adding or deleting a referential constraint, then the denominators of the two measure dependencies can be replaced by the common denominator and therefore the relevant aggregation can be obtained under the common denominator. The referential transformation is based on both inclusion dependency and referential constraints on the joining attributes. Without such restrictions, the transformation could be lossy as shown in the following example. The query equivalence problem has been studied for many years. Refer to [16] for further references.
Let φ and ϕ be two transformations. φϕ is defined to be φϕ(m) = φ(ϕ(m)). Clearly we have the following property. 
By applying query v 2 to the first formula, we have
Combining formulae (2) and (3), we get
From Property 2, we have proved the result.
Since equivalent MD can't fully describe the design requirements. We use associable for the purpose. 
Constructing the schema
Two crucial questions need answers when it comes to designing a multidimensional schema: (i) which attributes should be considered as dimensional attributes and (ii) whether attributes belong to the same or different dimension(s). In this section, we are going to answer these questions.
Choosing dimensional attributes
First, what attributes need to be considered as dimensional attributes? Dimension attributes are used to form groups for aggregations. On one hand, as we have mentioned before, the attributes in a GROUP BY clause and the attributes bound with a constant in a WHERE clause should be considered as dimensional attributes. On the other hand, since there may be many queries and one attribute may occur in different MDs under different conditions and aggregations, the dimensional attributes need to be considered and described in the context of the condition and aggregation. For example, let B→α(A) ν be a measure dependency. It states that aggregation α is on attributes A and is obtained by grouping the attributes in B under the condition of ν. Whenever we talk about dimensional attributes, we must consider the relevant aggregation and conditions. More specifically, we have the following definition. 
Forming dimensions
In real-life applications, dimensions of a data cube normally consist of more than one attribute, and are organized as hierarchies of these attributes. Allocating dimensional attributes into different dimensional schemata is mainly determined by the existence of functional dependencies among the attributes. Intuitively, our strategy will group those "dependent" attributes into one dimensional schema to reduce join operations, and assign unrelated attributes into different dimensional schemata to eliminate storage redundancy. However, this grouping needs to take account of aggregation functions and join conditions represented in the denominator of the MD. For example, let us consider {MD(Q 5 ), MD(Q 6 )}. After transforming them into σ (MD(Q 5 )) and β d (MD(Q 6 )) respectively, sum(LC.amount) is formed under dimension attributes {L.empNo, L.empName, LC.cDate, B.branchNo}, which, in turn, forms three dimensions: dim 1 = {L.empNo, L.empName, all}, dim 2 = {LC.cDate, all} and dim 3 = {B.branchNo, all}. In order to reduce the number of join operations and to save storage, the attributes within a hierarchy relationship will be put in the same dimension table. In fact, a hierarchy relation defines a functional dependency, so the aggregations along the hierarchy attributes are related.
Generally, consider constructing a multidimensional schema from MDs where 3 1, ..., n) . Since for some i and j , it is possible α i = α j and A i = A j where i = j and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Therefore, we need to group the MDs by α i (A i ) so that they could be described in the same cube. Let us denote the group by G i . That is, m i ∈ G i and m j ∈ G i (G i = G j ) if and only if α i = α j and A i = A j . Suppose MDs in G i are m i k (k = 1, ..., n i ). We use G i h to denote the set of MD m i j in G i such that m i h ∈ G i h and m i j is in G i h if and only if
(refer to Property 2). 4 The aggregation α i (A i ) is obtained under the (join) condition of
For each G i h , we construct a schema for aggregation α i (A i ): its dimensional attributes are the attributes in
The dimensional attributes are then allocated into different dimensional schemata based on functional dependency relations. Functional dependencies are used to describe dimension hierarchy relationships within a dimensional schema and to define and merge dimensional schemata among them.
In fact, we are only interested in the functional dependency in which each each attribute is a dimensional attribute (F D| U where U is the set of dimensional attributes). 
The algorithm
To design the multidimensional schema from a given set of aggregation queries is shown in Algorithm 1. At first, we obtain the MDs for aggregation queries Q i (line 2), then we apply binding transformation on MD(Q i ) whenever the aggregation is distributive. Denote the result as B i →α i (A i ) ν i (line 5). Then we group m i by aggregation, let Let G(α i ) denote the groups. That is, G(α i ) = G(α j ) if α i = α j and A i = A j ; m k ∈ G(α i ) iff α k = α i and A k = A i (line 7). For each G(α i ), the following steps should be done to construct the fact schema.
Step (a):Using Property 1 with I ND and F D, or Property 2, categorize G(α i ) into groups of G(α i , ν j ) such that for each m = B→α i κ of G(α i , ν j ), there exists a lossless transformation ξ satisfying ξ(m) = B →α i ν j (line 9).
Step (b) starts from each G(α i , ν j ), find U i j and F D + | U i j . Then for each attribute of U i j that does not occur on the right hand side of the arrow of F U i j , assign a new dimension for the attribute. Denote the formed dimension as Dim (h) (h ≤ |U i j |)(line [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Add attribute l all to each Dim (h) and define a dimension hierarchy which is shaped by F D + | Dim (h) . At last, construct the fact schema F act ij , its dimension is Dim (h) (line 19-22). Its measure has an attribute corresponding to the key attribute in each dimension Dim (h) and an attribute for the aggregation α i (A i ).
The concept of orthogonal [11] is used to describe multidimensional normal form in [10] . Let D 1 and D 2 be dimensions. D 1 and D 2 are orthogonal to each other if there exists no functional dependency d 1 → d 2 or d 2 → d 1 where d i is an attribute of D i (i = 1, 2).
Theorem 1 If each F U i j in Algorithm 1 is ⊥-closed, then the dimensional schemata generated by Algorithm 1 for α i and ν j are orthogonal.
Proof Otherwise, there exist two different dimensional schemata D 1 and D 2 for aggregation α i (A i ), such that D 1 ∪ D 2 ⊆ U i j and d 1 → d 2 where d h ∈ D h (h = 1, 2). Let the terminal attribute of D h be d t h (h = 1, 2). Since F U i j is ⊥-closed, there exists d ∈ U i j Similarly, for any α i and ν j , no dimensional schemata generated from our algorithm are redundant since each dimensional schema has a unique terminal attribute that can't be added to other dimensional schemata. But such orthogonal and non-redundant properties usually do not hold for the dimensional schemata generated from different α i and/or ν j . This crisis will be solved in Section 5 by using the similar technique.
Example 8
Consider the relational bank database as shown in Table 1 . Suppose that the bank database is in BCNF and the primary key FDs of each relation are the only FDs. Suppose also the ten aggregation queries of Table 2 on the bank database and the inclusion dependencies as in Figure 3 are given. The MDs are listed in Example 3. MD(Q i ) is transformed into MD(Q i ) (i = 1, ..., 10) which are listed in Table 4 . By applying Algorithm 1, we derived the multidimensional schema for the bank database as shown in Figure 4 .
The algorithm groups MD and finds G-like sets(line 3):
The algorithm categories G i into "associable" classes and computes ν (i = 1, 2, 7, 10)(line f act 1 comes from G 11 , f act 2 comes from G 22 , f act 3 comes from G 77 and f act 4 comes from G 1010 . Thus we created the star schema as the multidimensional bank schema shown in Figure 4 .
Merging dimensions
As we have mentioned in the Theorem 1 that the multidimensional schema generated from Algorithm 1 has the property: dimensions of a fact schema are orthogonal. However, this property doesn't hold for the dimensions of different fact schemata if line 26 of Algorithm 1 is not used. For example, dimension Dim 4:LoanType of Figure 4 is on both fact [Fact1:Loan] and fact [Fact2:Count]. The occurrence of redundant dimensions (or dimensional attributes) could be worse in certain situations where some attributes are in different dimensions of different fact schemata. Our merging process is designed to eliminate such redundant dimensional attributes among fact schemata.
In the processing of generating schemata from Algorithm 1, we actually found a view for each fact schema. 
Example 9
The views for the resulted schemata of our running example are listed in Table 5 . For example, the MSV for (F act1; Dim1, Dim2, Dim3, Dim4, Dim5) is MDSview(F act1) expressed in the first line of Table 5 . The following result, which is similar to Theorem 1, claims that the orthogonality of dimensions can be reached by our dimension merging algorithm.
Theorem 2 If F U in Algorithm 2 is ⊥-closed, in addition to the condition of Theorem 1, then the dimensional schemata generated by Algorithm 1 are orthogonal.
We omit the proof since it is like the proof of Theorem 1.
Schema evaluation
In this section, we will illustrate how to evaluate the schemata built in previous sections from a given set of analytical queries when new business requirements add up. We only consider the case where the new requirements add up.
When the new business requirements is added in the form of new queries, the schemata generated from the previously given set of analytical queries may not support new queries. That is, some of these new queries will not be answerable from the derived multidimensional schema. In order to build the schemata on the new set of queries, a straight forward approach is to apply the algorithm 1 again for the new set of queries (old queries and the new queries) which is considered expensive since many redundant computation need to be accomplished. Instead, we would like to be able to adapt the schemata design incrementally to admit a wider class of queries as new queries arise. This would enable a very flexible OLAP facility that can respond to changing requirements, without the overhead of re-design and data population.
When a new query is added in, it may share common components with the existing set of queries. Therefore, assimilating the new query into the previously obtained multidimensional schema could cause the schema being modified. We use Algorithm 3 for this purpose. Algorithm 3 starts with find MD(Q) and apply binding transformation on MD(Q). For each i in G i , if α i = α and A i = A, then do the steps in the outer loop: if A ν is equivalent to 
Evaluations and complexity analysis
In this section, we will evaluate our proposal in comparison with hand design multidimensional schema, and then analyze the complexity of our method.
Comparison with hand design multidimensional schema
To the best of our knowledge, our method is new from problems to solutions. No methods that can use a series of queries to generate a multidimensional schema are previously known. So we make a comparison with a hand design multidimensional schema, also using the bank database as examples shown in Table 1 . The automatically derived star schema using our method (generated by queries in Table 2 ) is shown in Figure 4 . We can compare the schema with one generated by a manual data warehouse design process as recommended in a standard text in Figure 5 . Following observations can be seen.
First, the irrelevant dimensional attributes in Figure 5 result in poor dimension hierarchies and data redundancy in facts and dimensions; the automatically generated schemata Figure 5 . These attributes are not referred to in any given queries and therefore they are considered inappropriate to the application scope. Moreover, due to the existence of irrelevant attributes in Figure 5 , the dimension hierarchies of Figure 5 are not described properly. For example, the "Customer" dimension of Figure 5 is represented as two dimensions in Figure 4 , CustomerLocation and CustomerProfession from the aggregation hierarchy in Figure 2 , we can see that they are orthogonal, being two disjoint aggregation paths for the Customer dimension. cusNo, custName are not dimensional attributes in Figure 4 . These differences mean that the design by our method is more compact than that of hand design.
Secondly, the vague Aggregation-Dimension relationships of Figure 5 cause redundancy. For example, Figure 5 describes the dependency of the Balance measure on the Time, Customer and Account dimensions in general, leading to redundancy in the fact table due to unrelated attributes in one dimension table. Figure 4 describes this dependency more precisely: the Average of balance depends on the Customer Profession and Account, whereas the Sum of balance depends on the Account dimension only.
Complexity analysis
The complexity of Algorithm 1 is dominated by the step(line 9) which checks query equivalence [16] . This is expensive generally: Chandra and Merlin showed the computational complexity of conjunctive query (Select-Join-Project query) containment is an NP-complete problem. But there exists a polynomial algorithm for some restricted situations [14] . For Algorithm 2, the complexity is dominated by the for-loop, so it has a liner time complexity. While, the complexity of Algorithm 3 is dominated by the nested for-loop, and the complexity is polynomial time. One in all, the complexity of our method which generates multidimensional schema from relational aggregation queries is polynomial time.
Compared with other method, such as [2] and [5] , the complexity of both methods are also polynomial time. The differences lies in that, our method generate multidimensional schema from aggregation queries, while the above methods still relies on a designing tool.
Conclusion and future work
In this paper we have introduced an automated method for designing a multidimensional database schema. Our algorithm creates a multidimensional database schema with good properties from aggregation queries over a relational database schema.
We are aiming to improve and extend this work in several ways: to address a wider class of queries; to subdivide some attributes in order to create new measures; to capture multidatabase dependencies; and to automatically populate the automatically-built schema from the source database.
We have extended the algorithm in [13] to study the schema evolution problem: adjusting the existing schema incrementally to fit the newly added queries and, at the same time, maintaining those previously mentioned properties. In this way, we could admit a wider class of queries as they arise. This would enable a very flexible OLAP facility that can respond to changing requirements, without the overhead of re-design and population. As a result, our schema design can be responsive to user need dynamically.
We envisage application of our method in an autonomic data management environment for large enterprises or cross-enterprise research communities. Savvy analysts will seek out accessible data resources and develop analytical queries over those resources to meet their own needs. Their knowledge about the utility of those resources will be captured automatically in a corporate or community data warehouse for wider availability. If the underlying data is sensitive, our method can be applied in concert with statistical disclosure control, so analysts needs will be met through demand-driven generation of confidentialized summary data products.
In the future, the following opportunities to improve our method can be studied:
1. The algorithm could be extended to accommodate more general queries, such as queries with outer-joins or nested sub-queries. 2. There could be advantages in developing transformations for aggregation functions to improve the schema design. 3. Our algorithm may sometimes generate multiple similar but non-identical dimensional schemata for different measures and we see an opportunity for improvement through recognizing and merging similar dimension tables by distinguishing "meaningful" aggregations. 4. In practice, data warehouses are usually built to handle queries over data source from multiple, independent databases. In this case, because our method relies heavily on information about functional dependencies between attributes, we will need to have a method to capture cross-database dependencies. 5. In some situations, the hierarchy relation in a dimension is not properly captured by our method, because the method cannot itself create subdivisions of measures that are not already apparent in the source schema. For example, the method cannot split a date attribute into hierarchical day, month, year attributes. The method requires this to be done first through the creation of three new columns in the source schema, and the declaration of the relevant functional dependencies. A better approach through providing additional information directly to the transformation algorithm might be possible. 6. We can automatically generate statements that populate the generated schema from the source database, taking advantage of the deterministic approach to transforming queries to the derived schema specification.
